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5
Accessories
you never
thought you
needed!



Step Up Your
Lifting Game
You put effort into planning every bit of your lift. So why

neglect the accessories that remove the stresses and risks

that most affect your lifting operation? With the current

measures in place we thought we would highlight some of

the accessories available to you that could relieve some of

these stresses. Stock your rigging lofts with these five

accessories and your clients will know you've upped your

game. The best part? They're all affordable and ready to hire

or buy.

Lloyd Gee-Nyland



Accessory 01

Apollo M1
The Apollo M1 wireless camera system provides the ultimate safety assurance and

enhances the efficiency of crane/plant operations by optimising site awareness,

eliminating blind spots and improving communication. The robust and low

maintenance system can be installed easily on hook blocks of all cranes, and with

the high-powered magnets can be installed on any plant. The high-efficiency solar

battery bank powers the system for up to 7 days before any charging is required.

The wireless transmission delivers instant audio/video of the load view and its

surroundings directly to the touchscreen display within 500m. Full-HD monitors

support up to 4 cameras in real-time, keeping everything in sight. Easy swipe to

zoom in/out. Full SD recording for playback which records for up to 14 days, which

can be extended with additional memory.

Click here to find out more

http://highsparks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/ApolloM1_brochure_v1.0.pdf


Accessory 02

Scarlett Windpro
WIRELESS ANEMOMETER - Online Wireless Wind Monitoring System

Scarlet WindPro is a stand-alone system that helps users get real time site wind

information, anywhere, from any smart device by simply logging into Scarlet web

portal. The novel Smart Wind Monitoring System perfectly solves the spatial

limitation that has long troubled users from large-scale constructions, marine

ports and offshore sites. By using Scarlet Wind Pro , users are no longer restricted

to monitor wind on site in person but can freely observe wind either from PC,

laptops, smartphones or tablets in remote distance. 

It helps you to deliver the best operational strategy for your project. Scarlet Wind

Pro is the perfect accessory for users who wants to manage worksites smartly,

reduce costly accidents and risks in team.

Click here to find out more

http://highsparks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/WindPro-Datasheet.pdf


Accessory 03

Pallet Lifting Cage

The  fully enclosed pallet lifting cage has been designed specifically to eliminate

the use of the safety net and crane forks making the lifting of all palletised goods

safer on site.

Designed with ease of use in mind the unit benefits from dual position double

door, load lifting forks with storage position, full length positioning handles and

safety screw pin bow shackles.

Perfect under current social distancing measures.

Click here to find out more

http://highsparks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/SAFECAGE-SKYLINE.pdf


Accessory 04

Hardhat with Visor
The FOX Safety Helmet comes in a variety of colours. Recommended for

maintenance and rescue operations as well as for works at height where the risk

of falling is high. Thermoformed inner shell. Adjustable chinstrap. 10 ventilation

slots for better comfort. Ratchet headband, suitable for head circumferences from

52 to 61cm. Small hooks for headlamp. Side slots for hearing protection fitting ( not

included). Chinstrap breaking strength: 50 daN. Slots for visor fitting Clear visor

attachment to suit FOX Safety Helmets .(sold separately)

Very easy to install.

Fastening accessories included.

Click here to find out more

http://highsparks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Hard-Hat-Visor-Spec-sheet-Skyline.pdf


Accessory 05

Sanitising Vapour Bomb
The  Total Release Fogger is the smallest Sanitising fogger available and kills up to

99.999% of bacteria, fungi and viruses, including norovirus, E. Coli, Influenza etc.

The Fogger doesn’t leave behind any residue; only a fresh, non-overpowering

lemon scent. They can sanitise an area of up to 25 cubic meters in size and they

don’t take up much room on shelves.

They can be utilised in areas such as: cars, vans, ambulances, offices, waiting

rooms, changing rooms, toilet facilities, nurseries, hotels and many more.

Click here to find out more

http://highsparks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Fogger-Efficacy-Data-Sheet-skyline.pdf


Upgrade your
Lifting operations
speak to us today! 

We have a wide range of other accessories to make your life easier on site.

CONTACT US HERE!
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